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EVERYONE HAS A HIGHER POTENTIAL...TOGETHER WE CAN REACH YOURS

One on One Sessions | No Doctor Referral Necessary
484-841-6154
ReachYours.com | ActionPotential@ReachYours.com
1786 Wilmington Pike, Suite 200A | Glen Mills, PA 19342 
Located near Wegmans on 202

physiCaL therapy

Are you among the millions of Americans who have high aspirations 
for how you will spend the extra time during your post-retirement years? 
Whether you plan to travel the world, pick up fly-fishing, spend more time 
woodworking, or sign up for a golf league, your physical fitness level will be 
a factor.

A 2010 study suggests that the fitness declines we typically attribute to 
advancing age are largely caused by living sedentary lifestyles—which 
are on the rise due to the prominence of desk jobs in the workplace and 
activity-limiting personal technologies including smart phones and voice-
activated remote controls in the home. Still, this runs contrary to the widely 
held belief that any declines in our physical abilities are caused solely by 
biological aging. Do we really have control over how active we will be in our 
“golden years”?

In a word, ABSOLUTELY! The study—which examined 900,000 running 
times of marathon and half-marathon participants aged 20 to 79—found no 
significant age-related performance declines in those younger than 55 years 
old, and only moderate declines among the older cohorts. In fact, more than 
one-quarter of runners aged 65 to 69 were faster than half of the runners 
aged 20 to 54.

And for those thinking that these runners must have been lifelong 
enthusiasts of the sport, the study revealed that 25% of runners aged 50 to 
69 were relative newcomers—and had started marathon training within the 
previous 5 years. The researchers concluded that even at an advanced age, 
people in the “non-athlete” category who engage in regular training can 
reach high performance levels.

If this revelation is intriguing, then perhaps it is time for you to get moving! 
If you are not currently active, then you likely have questions and concerns 
about where to start. And if you regularly engage in physical activities, then 
you probably set goals that you would like to achieve. Either way, there is no 
shortage of tools and resources to help you live a more active lifestyle. 

Consider the following opportunities to increase your activity level:

• Take a walk daily with friends or while listening to your favorite music 
or podcast.

• Park in the rear of the parking lot at all the stores you frequent.
• Consider joining an exercise group at your local fitness facility. 

Exercising in a group is shown to dramatically improve your likelihood 
of continuing to participate.

• Treat yourself when you meet your fitness goals.

If you are apprehensive about starting a fitness program, consider a 
meeting with your local physical therapist. The benefits of a physical 
therapist consultation are many: PTs are trained to assess your abilities and 
limitations, consider your health concerns, reduce your pain, demonstrate 
safe exercises and build a plan to increase strength, function and mobility.  
Whatever your passion, physical therapy and regular fitness will help you be 
fit and injury-free so you may enjoy life’s many pursuits.
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